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1.0 Summary

Minescape contracted with Geoterrex to fly airborne survey mag and EM in 
an area south of Shinning Tree. The survey was conducted January 5 to 14, 
1998. Some of the results are now available and are presented in this report. 
Only the magnetometer survey is presented here. The magnetic signature of 
the bedrock is highly variable, suggesting that the bedrock may be archean 
green stone and not granite as indicated on the government maps. The only 
readily distinguishable features are mafic dykes, likely olivine diabase, 
striking in a southeasterly to northwesterly direction. Follow up ground 
investigations will have to be done to confirm whether the bedrock under 
laying the Huronian sediments is green stone or gneissic terrain.

2.0 Introduction

Mr. Roy Annett brought to the attention of Minescape, knowledge that there 
does exist, green stone material in the area of the survey. The area is shown as 
Huronian sediments and diabase on government maps. Further investigation 
was considered warranted Minescape contracted with Geoterrex to fly the 
area as a magnetic and EM survey. Only the Magnetometer survey is 
presented here. The magnetometer survey has indicated a highly variable 
magnetic signature which unlikely to be due to granite. The company plans to 
follow up with geologic mapping and or diamond drilling to confirm the 
nature of the bedrock.

3.0 Location and access.

The survey was flown out of an airport in Elk Lake. The survey is located in 
North Williams and Dufferin townships.

4.0 The Property

The property is located in North Williams and Dufferin townships, and is 
partially covered by mining claims L-1200735, 1212543,1203980, 1212541, 
1228837 - 40 incl. 1212544,1223599 and 1228844. All claims are held in 
the name of Minescape.



5.0 Recommendations

Magnetometer survey results indicate that the area may be underlain by green 
stone or gneissic bedrock.. Follow up geology and diamond drilling should be 
done to confirm the presence of extensive green stone.

Mark Hall B.Sc. 
Land Manager 
Minescape Exploration Inc.
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SUMMARY

This report describes the logistics and results of a DIGHEM^ airborne geophysical 

survey carried out for Wallbridge Mining Company Limited, over a property located 

approximately 15 km southeast of Shining Tree, Ontario. Total coverage of the survey block 

amounted to 812 km. The survey was flown from January 5 to January 14,1998.

The purpose of the magnetic survey was to detect potential green stone belt covered by 

Huronian sediments and to provide information that could be used to map the geology and

structure of the survey area. This was accomplished by using a DIGHEM^ multi-coil, multi- 

frequency electromagnetic system, supplemented by a high sensitivity cesium magnetometer. 

The information from this sensor was processed to produce maps, which display the magnetic 

and conductive properties of the survey area. A GPS electronic navigation system, utilizing a 

satellite link, ensured accurate positioning of the geophysical data with respect to the base 

maps. Visual flight path recovery techniques were used to confirm the location of the 

helicopter where visible topographic features could be identified on the ground.

The survey property contains several anomalous features which will take time to 

completely review.
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A DIGHEM^ electromagnetic/resistivity/magneticA'LF/radiometric survey was flown 

for Wallbridge Mining Company Limited, from January 5 to January 14, 1998, over a survey 

block located southeast of Shining Tree, Ontario. The McAra Lake property is located on 

NTS map sheets 4 IP/6,7 (Figure 1).

Survey coverage consisted of approximately 812 line-km, including tie lines. Flight 

lines were flown in an azimuthal direction of 070072500 with a line separation of 150 metres.

The survey employed the DIGHEM^ electromagnetic system. Ancillary equipment 

consisted of a magnetometer, radar altimeter, video camera, analog and digital recorders, and 

an electronic navigation system. The instrumentation was installed in an AS350B2 turbine 

helicopter (Registration CF-ZTA) which was provided by Questral Helicopters Ltd. The 

helicopter flew at an average airspeed of 120 km/h with an EM and magnetometer sensor 

height of approximately 30 m.

Noise levels of less than 2 ppm are generally maintained for wind speeds up to 35 

km/h. Higher winds may cause the system to be grounded because excessive bird swinging 

produces difficulties in flying the helicopter. The swinging results from the 5 m2 of area which 

is presented by the bird to broadside gusts.
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In the vicinity of the powerline, it was necessary to exceed normal terrain clearance for 

reasons of safety. It is possible that some weak conductors may have escaped detection in 

areas where the bird height exceeded 150 m. In difficult areas where near-vertical climbs were 

necessary, the forward speed of the helicopter was reduced to a level which permitted 

excessive bird swinging. This problem, combined with the severe stresses to which the bird 

was subjected, gave rise to aerodynamic noise levels which are slightly higher than normal on 

some lines. Where warranted, reflights were carried out to minimize these adverse effects.

Due to the presence of the major powerline in the survey area, any interpreted 

conductors which occur in close proximity to cultural sources, should be confirmed as bedrock 

conductors prior to drilling.
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SURVE Y EQUIPMENT

This section provides a brief description of the geophysical instruments used to acquire 

the survey data and the calibration procedures employed.

Electromagnetic System

Model: DIGHEMV

Type: Towed bird, symmetric dipole configuration operated at a nominal survey 
altitude of 30 metres. Coil separation is 8 metres for 900 Hz, 5500 Hz and 
7200 Hz, and 6.3 metres for the 56,000 Hz coil-pair.

Coil orientations/frequencies: orientation nominal actual

coaxial
coplanar
coaxial
coplanar
coplanar

1
1
1
1
1

900 Hz
900 Hz

5,500 Hz
7,200 Hz

56,000 Hz

1,098 Hz
879 Hz

5,677 Hz
7,293 Hz

56,097 Hz

Channels recorded. 5 inphase channels
5 quadrature channels 
2 monitor channels

Sensitivity. 0.06 ppm at 900 Hz
0.10ppmat5,500Hz 
0.10 ppm at 7,200 Hz 
0.30 ppm at 56,000 Hz

Sample rate: 10 per second, equivalent to l sample every 3 
m, at a survey speed of 110 km/h.
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The electromagnetic system utilizes a multi-coil coaxial/coplanar technique to energize 

conductors in different directions. The coaxial coils are vertical with their axes in the flight 

direction. The coplanar coils are horizontal. The secondary fields are sensed simultaneously by 

means of receiver coils which are maximum coupled to their respective transmitter coils. The 

system yields an inphase and a quadrature channel from each transmitter-receiver coil-pair.

The Dighem calibration procedure involves four stages; primary field bucking, 

phase calibration, gain calibration, and zero adjust. At the beginning of the survey, the 

primary field at each receiver coil is cancelled, or "bucked out", by precise positioning of 

five bucking coils.

The phase calibration adjusts the phase angle of the receiver to match that of the 

transmitter. A ferrite bar, which produces a purely in-phase anomaly, is positioned near 

each receiver coil. The bar is rotated from minimum to maximum field coupling and the 

responses for the in-phase and quadrature components for each coil pair/frequency are 

measured. The phase of the response is adjusted at the console to return an in-phase only 

response for each coil-pair. Phase checks are performed daily.

The gain calibration uses external coils designed to produce an equal response on 

in-phase and quadrature components for each frequency/coil-pair. The coil parameters 

and distances are designed to produce pre-determined responses at the receiver, due to the
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current induced in the calibration coil by the transmitter when a switch closes the loop at 

the coil. The gain at the console is adjusted to yield secondary responses of exactly 100 

ppm. Gain calibrations are carried out at the beginning and end of the survey.

The phase and gain calibrations each measure a relative change in the secondary 

field, rather than an absolute value. This removes any dependency of the calibration 

procedure on the secondary field due to the ground, except under circumstances of 

extreme ground conductivity.

During each survey flight, internal (Q-coil) calibration signals are generated to recheck 

system gain and to establish zero reference levels. These calibrations are carried out at 

intervals of approximately 20 minutes with the system out of ground effect. At a sensor height 

of more than 250 m, there is no measurable secondary field from the earth. The remaining 

residual is therefore established as the zero level of the system. Linear system drift is 

automatically removed by re-establishing zero levels between the Q-coil calibrations. 

Magnetometer

Model: Picodas MEP-710 processor with Scintrex CS2 sensor

Type: Optically pumped cesium vapour

Sensitivity: 0.01 nT
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Sample rate: l O per second

The magnetometer sensor is housed in the EM bird, 28 m below the helicopter.

Magnetic Base Station

Model: GEM Systems GSM-19T

Type: Digital recording proton precession

Sensitivity: O.lOnT

Sample rate: 0.2 per second

Model: Picodas MEP-710 processor with Scintrex CS2 sensor 

Type: Digital recording cesium vapour 

Sensitivity: 0.01 nT 

Sample rate: l per second

Digital recorders are operated in conjunction with the base station magnetometers to 

record the diurnal variations of the earth's magnetic field. The clocks of the base stations are 

synchronized with that of the airborne system to permit subsequent removal of diurnal drift.

Radar Altimeter
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Manufacturer: Honeywell/Sperry

Model: AA 220

Type: Short pulse modulation, 4.3 GHz

Sensitivity: 0.3 m

The radar altimeter measures the vertical distance between the helicopter and the 

ground. This information is used in the processing algorithm which determines conductor 

depth.

Analog Recorder

Manufacturer: RMS Instruments

Type: DGR33 dot-matrix graphics recorder

Resolution: 4x4 dots/mm

Speed: 1.5 mm/sec
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The analog profiles are recorded on chart paper in the aircraft during the survey. Table 

2-1 lists the geophysical data channels and the vertical scale of each profile.

Digital Data Acquisition System

Manufacturer: RMS Instruments

Model: DGR33

Recorder: Conner 80 Mb removable hard drive

The data are stored on a removable hard drive and are downloaded to the field 

workstation PC at the survey base for verification, backup and preparation of in-field products.
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Table 2-1. The Analog Profiles

Channel 
Name
1X91
1X9Q
3P9I
3P9Q
2P71
2P7Q
4X71
4X7Q
5P5I
5P5Q
ALTR
MAGC
MAGF
CXSP
CPSP
CXPL
CPPL

Parameter
coaxial inphase ( 900 Hz)
coaxial quad ( 900 Hz)
coplanar inphase ( 900 Hz)
coplanar quad ( 900 Hz)
coplanar inphase ( 7200 Hz)
coplanar quad ( 7200 Hz)
coaxial inphase ( 5500 Hz)
coaxial quad ( 5500 Hz)
coplanar inphase ( 56000 Hz)
coplanar quad ( 56000 Hz)
altimeter (radar)
magnetics, coarse
magnetics, fine
coaxial sferics monitor
coplanar sferics monitor
coaxial powerline monitor
coplanar powerline monitor

Scale 
units/mm
2.5 ppm
2.5 ppm
2.5 ppm
2.5 ppm

5 ppm
5 ppm
5 ppm
5 ppm

10 ppm
10 ppm

3 m
20 nT

2.0 nT

Designation on 
Digital Profile

CXI ( 900 Hz)
CXQ ( 900 Hz)
CPI ( 900 Hz)
CPQ ( 900 Hz)
CPI ( 7200 Hz)
CPQ ( 7200 Hz)
CXI ( 5500 Hz)
CXQ ( 5500 Hz)
CPI ( 56 kHz)
CPQ ( 56 kHz)
ALTR
MAG

CXS
CPS
CXP
CPP

Video Flight Path Recording System

Type: Panasonic VHS Colour Video Camera (NTSC) 

Model: AG2400/WVCD132

Fiducial numbers are recorded continuously and are displayed on the margin of each 

image. This procedure ensures accurate correlation of analog and digital data with respect to 

visible features on the ground.
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Navigation (Global Positioning System)

Model: Ashtech Glonass GG24

Type: SPS (LI band), 24-channel, C/A code at 1575.42 MHz,

S code at 0.5625 MHz, Real-time differential. 

Sensitivity: -132 dBm, 0.5 second update 

Accuracy: Better than 10 metres real-time, 5 metres with RACAL

The Ashtech GG24 is a line of sight, satellite navigation system which utilizes time-coded 

signals from at least four of forty-eight available satellites. Both Russian GLONASS and 

American NAVSTAR satellite constellations are used to calculate the position and to provide 

real time guidance to the helicopter. The Ashtech system is combined with a RACAL 

differential receiver which further improves the accuracy of the flying and subsequent flight 

path recovery to better than 5 metres. The differential corrections, which are obtained from a 

network of virtual reference stations, are transmitted to the helicopter via a spot-beam satellite. 

This eliminates the need for a local GPS base station.

The Ashtech/Racal receiver is coupled with a PNAV navigation system for real-time 

guidance. The GPS records data relative to the WGS84 ellipsoid, which is the basis of the 

revised North American Datum (NAD83). Conversion software is used to transform the
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WGS84 coordinates to the NAD27 system displayed on the western half of the base map. The 

eastern half of the topographic base was based on a newer NAD83 map. All data are correctly 

located with respect to the NAD27 system and the topography shown. However, east of 

UTM 5000000E, there is a difference in the coordinate systems of -225m North, and -9 m 

East.

Field Workstation

Manufacturer: Dighem

Model: FWS: V2.80

Type: Pentium PC

A portable PC-based field workstation is used at the survey base to verify data quality 

and completeness. Flight data are transferred to the PC hard drive to permit the creation of a 

database. This process allows the field operators to display both the positional (flight path) and 

geophysical data on a screen or printer.
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PRODUCTS AND PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

Base Maps

Base maps of the survey area are produced from published topographic maps. These 

provide a relatively accurate, distortion-free base which facilitates correktion of the navigation 

data to the UTM grid. The original topographic maps are scanned to a bitmap format and 

combined with geophysical data for plotting the final maps.

Total Magnetic Field

A spike-rejection filter is applied to the raw magnetic data during the loading process. 

The aeromagnetic data are then corrected for diurnal variation using the magnetic base station 

data. Manual adjustments are applied to any lines that require levelling, as indicated by 

shadowed images of the gridded magnetic data. The IGRF gradient can be removed from the 

corrected total field data, if requested.
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Magnetic Derivatives (optional)

The total magnetic field data can be subjected to a variety of filtering techniques to 

yield maps of the following:

enhanced magnetics

first vertical derivative

second vertical derivative

reduction to the pole/equator

magnetic susceptibility with reduction to the pole

upward/downward continuations

analytic signal

All of these filtering techniques improve the recognition of near-surface magnetic 

bodies, with the exception of upward continuation. Any of these parameters can be produced 

on request. Dighem's proprietary enhanced magnetic technique is designed to provide a 

general "all-purpose" map, combining the more useful features of the above parameters.
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SURVEY RESULTS

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Magnetics

A Picodas MEP-710 cesium vapour magnetometer was operated at the survey base to 

record diurnal variations of the earth's magnetic field. The clock of the base station was 

synchronized with that of the airborne system to permit subsequent removal of diurnal drift. A 

GEM Systems GSM-19T proton precession magnetometer was also operated as a backup unit.

The total magnetic field data have been presented as contours on the base map using a 

contour interval of 5 nT where gradients permit. The map shows the magnetic properties of 

the rock units underlying the survey area.

There is some evidence on the magnetic map which suggests that the survey area has 

been subjected to deformation and/or alteration. These structural complexities are evident on 

the contour maps as variations in magnetic intensity, irregular patterns, and as offsets or 

changes in strike direction. Some of the more prominent linear features are also evident on the 

topographic base map.
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If a specific magnetic intensity can be assigned to the rock type which is believed to 

host the target mineralization, it may be possible to select areas of higher priority on the basis 

of the total field magnetic data. This is based on the assumption that the magnetite content of 

the host rocks will give rise to a limited range of contour values which will permit 

differentiation of various lithological units. The magnetic results, in conjunction with the other 

geophysical parameters, have provided valuable information which can be used to effectively 

map the geology and structure in the survey area.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report provides a very brief description of the survey results and describes the 

equipment, procedures and logistics of the survey.

It is recommended that a complete assessment and evaluation of the magnetic data be 

carried out by one or more qualified professionals who have access to, and can provide a 

meaningful compilation of, all available geophysical, geological and geochemical data.

The magnetic results have clearly defined the lithology of the survey block, and have 

identified several contacts, dikes and faults. Such structural breaks are considered to be of 

particular interest as they may have influenced mineral deposition within the survey area.

The zones of structural deformation, intersecting trends and plug-like magnetic features 

defined by the survey should be subjected to further investigation, using appropriate surface 

exploration techniques. Anomalous areas which are currently considered to be of moderately 

low priority may require upgrading if follow-up results are favourable.

It is also recommended that image processing of existing geophysical data be 

considered, in order to extract the maximum amount of information from the survey results. 

Current software and imaging techniques often provide valuable information on structure and
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It is also recommended that image processing of existing geophysical data be 

considered, hi order to extract the maximum amount of information from the survey 

results. Current software and imaging techniques often provide valuable information on 

structure and lithology, which may not be clearly evident on the contour maps. These 

techniques can yield images which define subtle, but significant, structural details.

Respectfully submitted, 

GEOTERREX-DIGHEM

Paul A. Smith 
Geophysicist

PAS/sdp 

R1296FEB.98



APPENDIX A 

LIST OF PERSONNEL

The following personnel were involved in the acquisition, processing, 
interpretation and presentation of data, relating to a DIGHEMV airborne geophysical 
survey carried out for Wallbridge Mining Company Limited, hi the McAra Lake area, 
Ontario.

Greg Paleolog Manager, Helicopter Operations
Doug Mcconnell Manager, Data Processing and Interpretation
Dean Sinclair Senior Geophysical Operator
Mike Cam Field Geophysicist
Bill Hofstede Pilot (Questral Helicopters Ltd.)
Gordon Smith Data Processing Supervisor
Paul A. Smith Interpretation Geophysicist
Lyn Vanderstarren Drafting Supervisor
Mike Armstrong Draftsperson (CAD)
Susan Pothiah Word Processing Operator
Albina Tonello Secretary/Expediter

The survey consisted of 812 km of coverage, flown from January 5 to January 14, 
1998.

All personnel are employees of Geoterrex-Dighem, except for the pilot who is an 
employee of Questral Helicopters Ltd.



APPENDIX B 

STATEMENT OF COST

Date: February 17, 1998

IN ACCOUNT WITH GEOTERREX-DIGHEM

To: Dighem flying of Agreement dated December 29, 1997, pertaining to an 
Airborne Geophysical Survey in the McAra Lake area, Ontario (Survey 
#1296).

Aeromagnetic Survey Charges

758 km of flying @ SSO.OO/km 
plus mobilization costs of S2,500.00 
and 3 days standby @ S2,500.007day

Allocation of Costs

- Data Acquisition (80 96)
- Data Processing (1096)
- Interpretation, Report and Maps (1096)



Ontario Ministry of

and M inOT
of Assessment Work 

Performed on Mining Land
Mining Act, Subsection 65(2) and 66(3), R.S.O. 1990
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TfunwKAsa NtfQixr. (offtof UM) 
. 1/1 *r /i A -*W *N li / 

Imaging

y of subsections 65(2) and 66(3) of the Mining Act. Under section 8 of the 
to review the assessment work and correspond with the mining land holder, 
ig Recorder, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, 6th Floor,

41P07NW2001 2.18195 NORTH WILLIAMS 900

Instructions: - For work performed on Crown Lands before recording a claim, use form 0240. 
- Please type or print in ink.

1. Recorded holder(s) (Attach a list if necessary) 2- l P 195
Name

Address * *

\~1S\ ^ \e\t)\V\(x Hoc^*" v v O

Name ^J

Address

'

Client Number

Telephone Number

(-705) &5Z- ^ifn
Fax Number

Client Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

2. Type of work performed: Check ( s ) and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.

rTT/Geotechnical: prospecting, surveys, 
Lz3 assays and work under section 18 (regs) D Physical: drilling, stripping, 

trenching and associated assays | | Rehabilitation

Work Type 

AA ^ W w. ^(XCy

Dates Work ,. ^ - . T r 6 Q 
Performed From S O CU , MQ 1 H l ^^- ^Q

Day Month | Year Day | Month Year
Global Positioning System Data (if available) Township/Area

M or G-Plan Number

Office Use

Commodity

Total S Value of 
Work Claimed ^^fOO?

NTS Reference
r

r, . bMining Division^ ̂  ̂ ^ /\OJ^jU

ResidentGpologist j 
District "/^/^jA/Y^/VVfC^-

Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required;
- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212;
- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linked for assigning work;
- include two copies of your technical report.

3. Person or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list if necessary)
Name

Address

17 R t.

Telephone Number

Fax Number

Name Telephone Number

Fax NumberAddress

Name Telephone Number

4. Certification by Recorded Holder or Agent EOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT 
'

l, , do hereby certify that l have personal knowledge of the facts set
(Print Nam*)

forth in this Declaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during 
or after its comDtetiolji and, to the best of my knowledge, the annexed report is true.

0241 (02/96)



work was done on other eligible 
mining land, show In thto 
column the location number 
bxAcated on the dalm map.

Number of CWm 
Unite. For other 
mining land, Hat 
hectare*.

^ .. - --

VlllMOfWOfk
perfonnecl on this 
dalm or other 
mining land.

Value of work 
applied to this
Vatut
•OP* 

l dalm,

^ 18
Valiie of wofk 
 Mlgned to other 
mining claim*..

VMM of work 
to be dMributed 
at a future date.

eg TB7827 16 ha S26.825 N/A S24,000 *2,825

*9 1234567 12 S24,000

1234568 S 8, 892 S 4,000 S4.892

\ite683-? 12
\L

3 t S \1 . MS Boo 0-20

2.01•n.
e ;

m** 16,00^
8

9 li Zen
10 42.
11

13

14

15

Column Total*

vW.\V
IjsMtS0-?

"780̂ r
hereby certify that the above work credits are eligible under

' (Print FuH NMM)
subsection 7 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96 for assignment to contiguous claims or for application to

the claim where
Signature of

was done.
'oTi toart Authorized in Writing Dote

6. Instructions for cutting back credits that are not approved.

Some of the credits claimed in this declaration may be cut back. Please check ( v ) in the boxes below to show how 

you wish to prioritize the deletion of credits:

Gd 1. Credits are to be cut back from the Bank first, followed by option 2 or 3 orQas indicated.

Q 2. Credits are to be cut back starting with the claims listed last, working backwards; ori*- -. .
Q 3. Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims listed in this declaration; or 

D 4. Credits are td be cut back as prioritized on the jjgg* (describe):

FEB t 9 1998

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT

Note: If you have not indicated how your credits are to be deletec 
followed by option number 2 M necessary.

the Bank first,

For Office Use Only
Received Stamp Deemed Approved Date

Date Approved

Data Notification Sw*

Total Value of CnxM Approved

Approved tor Recording by Mining Recorder (Signature)



® Ontario Ministry c*
Northern Development
and Mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Transaction Number (office use)

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority of subsection 6(1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96. Under 
section 8 of the Mining Act, the information is a public record. Thte information will be used to review the assessment work and correspond with 
the mining land holder. Questions about this collection should be directed to the Chief Mining Recorder, Ministry of Northe/n DogAlopment and 
Mines, 6th Floor. 933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario. P3E 6B5. f\ i Q T O r\

Work Type

/UVW |f\Aci^

(kep*A- fWj

^jgk*vjtXC-~

Units of Work
Depending on the type of work, list the number 
of hours/days worked, metres of drilling, kilo 
metres of grid line, number of samples, etc.

"isa v^w.

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

Transportation Costs y^^ -p^og*

sW^Vw. ~te"oo tf
O

Food and Lodging Costs

RECEIVED i          

Cost Per Unit 
of work

3o2?tv^

/VJ/V

Mlfr

' otal Value of Assessment Work

FEB 19 1998

Calculations of Filing Disco filflSCIENCE ASSESSMENT 
OFFIQF

Total Cost

23-^0*

z-ro*

/AOo^

efc-G&i*

7^00*

sspto*

1. Work filed within two years of performance is claimed at 1000Xo of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.
2. If work is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be claimed at SO.% of the Total 

Value of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation below:

TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 Total S value of worked claimed.

Note:
- Work older than 5 years is not eligible for credit.
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed in this statement of costs within 45 days of a 
request for verification and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correction/clarification is not made, the 
Minister may reject all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Certification verifying costs:

l, , do hereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may
(please print full name)

reasonably be determined and the costs were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands indicated on

the accompanying Declaration of Work form as 

to make this certification.

(recorded holder, agent, or stsjejcompany position with signing authority)
l am authorized

0212(02/96)

Date



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Mlnistere du 
Wveloppement du Nord 
et des Mines

May 13, 1998

Mark Hall
MINESCAPE EXPLORATION INC.
R.R. #2, 129 FIELDING ROAD
LIVELY, ONTARIO
P3Y-1L7

Ontario
Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: (888)415-9846 
Fax: (705) 670-5881

Dear Sir or Madam:

Subject: Transaction Number(s):

Submission Number: 2.18195

Status
W9880.00115 Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 
attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 
steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 
Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 
Notice.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the 
response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Lucille Jerome by e-mail at 
jeromel2@epo.gov.on.ca or by telephone at (705) 670-5858.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 12258 

Copy for: Assessment Library
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TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Navigation . . , . . . . . . , . . , Sercel/Ashtech GPS positioning
Dota reduction grid interval . . , . 38 metres 
Terrain clearance . . . . . . . . , , Helicopter 60 m

Electromagnetic sensor 30 m 
Magnetometer 4-0 m

Data sampling interval . 0.1 second 
Magnetometer l sensitivity . . . . . Scintrex cesium f 0 .01 nT
Electromagnetic system . . . , . . DIGHEM"

Vertical coaxial 
Vertical coaxial 
Horizontal coplonar 
Horizontal coplonor 
Horizontal coplonar

0.1 ppm
0.2 ppm
0.1 ppm
0.2 ppm
0.5 ppm

900 Hz
5500 Hz
900 Hz
7200 Hz
56000 Hz

ELECTROMAGNETIC ANOMALIES

Conductance

*-100 Siemens
50-100 Siemens

20-50 Siemens
10-20 Siemens
5-10 Siemens

1-5 Siemens
< 1 Siemens

Questionable anomaly

Interpretive 
symbol Conductor ("model")

B Bedrock conductor
D Narrow bedrock conductor

("thin dike")
Conductive cover ("horizontal
thin sheet")
Brood conductive rock unit,

Anomaly ,- Interpretive 
identifier \ | /^ symbolc'

Inphase and 
Quadrature of

deep conductive weathering '
is greater than 

5 ppm 
10 ppm 
15 ppm

, . . . 20 ppm

("half space") 
Edge of broad conductor 
("edge of half space") 
Culture, e.g. power line. 
metal building or fence

FLIGHT LINES WITH EM ANOMALIES
Flight number

Flight direction 

- Flight line number

Reflight N umber
Line Number 
Area Number 

Fiducials identified on profiles

Dip direction

EM anomaly (see EM legend)

Conductor axis (on EM maps only)

Arcs indicate the conductor 
has a thickness > 10m

Magnetic correlation in nT (gammas)

TOTAL FIELD MAGNETIC CONTOURS

Magnetic inclination within the survey area: 74 degrees N 
Magnetic declination within the survey area; 11 degrees W

LOCATION MAP

WALLBRIDGE MINING COMPANY LIMITED
McARA LAKE AREA, ONTARIO
sssagiKS^".'' n.^lL*^^±lC:". *^''^*^^?'~?T??r?r""*'T."

TOTAL FIELD MAGNETICS

DIGHEM" SURVEY NTS: 41P/G.7 GEOPHYSICIST:

DATE: JANUARY. 1998 JOB: 1296 SHEET; 1

Geoterrex-Dighem. A division of CGG Conodo Ltd.

Wrbome ft Ground Geophysical Sewees

18195


